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Not Yet

connoisseurs
As the American
coffee culture

expands, that huge
cup of nondescript
black liquid is no

longer going to cut it;
the market is screaming

for quality and it’s coming
in abundance
by Hannah Wallace
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t’s a heady time to be in the specialty coffee industry in the
United States. Thanks to the ubiquity of Starbucks and Dunkin’
Donuts, Americans are becoming, if not coffee connoisseurs, at
least more selective about finding a high-quality cup of joe – be it
drip or espresso. An unprecedented 17 percent of adults are consuming gourmet coffee beverages daily com-

pared with 14 percent in 2007, according to the National Coffee Association’s most recent statistics.
This awareness will only expand when McDonalds rolls out “specialty coffee stations” over the next
year and a half at its 14,000 U.S. stores. Meanwhile, a large segment of the domestic coffee-drinking
population is seeking a more nuanced and distinct cup of coffee than Starbucks can provide, to say
nothing of donut shops and fast food restaurants.
“In the top espresso bars around the country, you’re seeing coffee being explored and appreciated
in a similar way that wine is,” says Nicholas Cho, owner of Murky Coffee in Arlington, Virginia and a
board member of the Specialty Coffee Association of America. “This appreciation is definitely becoming more mainstream.”
Murky Coffee is one of many so-called third wave coffee shops, the small, independent cafés that
have proliferated in recent years and take an obsessive approach to the freshness and quality of their
beans. Cho, who has owned Murky for six years, does not roast his own beans, buying them instead
from premium North Carolina roaster Counter Culture.
Though some third wave cafés such as Stumptown in Portland, Oregon, Caffe Vita in Seattle, and
Gimme! In New York City roast their own beans, most, like Murky, buy beans from medium-sized
roasters who in turn have direct relationships with farmers. The biggest trend is a shift to single-origin
coffees that use beans either all from the same country or even from the same estate.
“There’s a lot of interest in single-origin and traceability,” says Doug Zell, the president of Chicagobased roaster Intelligentsia Coffee & Tea, which supplies beans to over 850 cafés, restaurants, and
gourmet grocery stores.
Coffee lovers can also buy
High quality coffee beans are very elastic so to see if they are
Intelligentsia beans at one of the
good,throw one to the ground and if it bounces it is probably fresh.
company’s four cafés – three in
BEANS
To recognize high quality ground coffee, put a little bit in a glass
Chicago and a new one in Los
of water, if the coffee is good it should float. If you are looking for a very particular
Angeles – and from its website.
taste, try grinding an almond together with the coffee for you next cup. The best
Buyers from Intelligentsia, which
moment to drink an espresso is when it is 150 degrees Fahrenheit (65 degrees
along with Counter Culture and
Celcius), about one or two minutes after it has been prepared.
Stumptown pioneered the concept of “direct trade,” visit their
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fee—the distinct characteristics that come from each growing
and processing region and micro-climate,” says Mark Overbay,
marketing and communications manager at Counter Culture.
Counter Culture customers – the company is a wholesale
roaster without any brick-and-mortar cafés – are also snapping
up micro-lot coffees, single-origin to the extreme where a farm
isolates its best parcels of land (those that yield the highestquality beans) and then bags and sells those beans separately.
Buyers pay farmers as much as four times more for these beans
than they normally would.
“People can taste the difference and they’re buying it more
and more,” says Overbay, who contends that selling micro-lot
coffee is amazingly beneficial to the farmer because it rewards
them for quality, giving them incentive to improve their growing methods and become better farmers.
And lest one think that this trend is isolated to the coffeesipping elite on the East and West coasts, Jeff Taylor, roaster
and co-founder of wholesaler PT’s Coffee Co. in Topeka, Kansas, says single-origins and micro-lots are huge in the Midwest.

“People are finally discovering what a real
cappuccino is. They’ve learned that it’s not
a 16 or 20 ounce drink - says PT’s Taylor”

suppliers three times a year to monitor quality and
advise farmers on growing practices.
But Zell is also seeing a new interest in coffee seasonality with consumers starting to realize
that coffee, like produce, tastes best when it is fresh and in
season.
“If you’re drinking coffee from Guatemala in January, the
likelihood of it being very good is more remote than if you’re
drinking it in July or September,” says Zell, who thinks the Slow
Food movement has helped spur drinkers’ interest in where
their coffee is sourced and how much farmers are being compensated.
This spring, Intelligentsia will launch “Intelligentsia in Season,” adding logos to those beans that are ten months or less
post-harvest. The company will eventually only use beans that
are no more than ten months past their roast date, but won’t
charge more for the fresher beans.
“It’s just the way that we want to do business,” says Marc
Johnson, the director of marketing. “Another point of differentiation from the competition.”
The growing popularity of single-origin beans has other
companies adapting as well.
“More people are becoming aware of the terroir of cof-
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Taylor says the concept resonates in the Midwest, where farming is still a way of life.
“The more we’ve focused on single-origins and micro-lots,
the faster they sell,” says Taylor who sells throughout the Midwest as well as in New York and New Jersey. “They took off
like wildfire! Customers were like, ‘Oh wow! Coffee is a farming
product? You mean it doesn’t come in a can?’”
Though many countries are producing high quality, singleorigin coffees those from East Africa are indisputably hot now,
says Zell. Overbay from Counter Culture singles out the eastcentral African country of Rwanda, where the coffee industry
has grown exponentially over the past three years.
“I do a lot of blind cuppings and the Rwandan coffee is
almost always my favorite,” says Overbay, referring to the coffee tastings that all buyers and wholesalers do to test quality.
“It’s really caramelly and creamy, almost brown sugary.”
Not only are Rwanda’s climate, high altitude and hills perfect for growing coffee beans, but the country has had help
developing its coffee infrastructure since 2001 from the United
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States Agency for International Development and a Michigan
State University program called the PEARL Project.
Ethiopian coffee is consistently popular and, according to
Taylor from PT’s Coffee, the best in the world right now comes
from the east African country. Taylor’s Yergacheffe Aricha Selection Seven, a micro-lot coffee that he sells at $30 for 12 ounces,
scored 94 out of 100 on CoffeeReview.com. When it comes to
what the consumer orders at the bar, roasters and coffee shop
owners note a preference for the six-ounce cappuccino.
“People are finally discovering what a real cappuccino is,”
says Taylor, sounding a bit relieved. “They’ve learned that it’s
not a 16 ounce or 20 ounce drink.”
Taylor and Nicholas Cho at Murky both see more people
ordering espresso. Cho says Americans crave a much thicker, stronger espresso extraction than they have in years past
because they want to differentiate it from drip coffee. At Murky
and other top espresso bars, Cho says, the definition of fresh
coffee used for espresso is measured in days, not weeks and
months, with the best espresso bars using coffee that is five to
ten days from the roast date.

ILLY

Greg Fea, chief executive of illy caffè North
America, speaks.
SPEAKS How are ESE pods (individual “easy serving espresso” servings) selling?
The sales of ESE pods in the U.S. continue to grow in
both the commercial and consumer sector as they take
out many of the variables involved in making a perfect
cup of coffee. In cafes and in Europe, there is a barista
culture and attention to detail on the perfect preparation
of coffee is a source of pride. This is not the case outside
Europe or in most restaurants where the coffee is made
by the server, or in hotels, where there are many serving
locations. ESE solves many of these challenges.
In addition, we are launching a new system, iperEspresso, which will even further control many of these
variables and result in a more persistent crema, one
of the visible signs of quality in the cup. In the home,
it creates a simpler way of achieving consistent quality
with less mess and waste.
What trends have you seen in the U.S. coffee
market?
Over the past decade, there have been several
important trends. First, consumers are becoming more
interested and involved in coffee and are demanding
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Though Starbucks would not divulge which of its drinks are
most in demand (Holly Hart, a spokeswoman, says the company does not keep such figures), it has only recently begun
advertising its eight-ounce “short” size. Though “short” was
available in the past, it was never advertised on store menus.
The company has also launched Pike Place Roast, a “proprietary blend” that’s significantly lighter than the dark roasts Starbucks is known for. It’s also fresher than most beans with five
pound bags arriving in stores one to two weeks after roasting.
These are all attempts to regain market share from the proliferating third wave coffee shops. Howard D. Schultz, Starbuck’s
chief executive, recently shuttered 100 of the company’s least
profitable stores and is introducing new initiatives.
Despite its focus on blends, Starbucks has offered small
batches of single-origin coffees since at least 2004 through its
Black Apron Exclusive line, at least two of which have been
from individual estates (the La Candelia from Tarrazú, Costa
Rica and the Ethiopian Gemadro Estate).
Illycaffé, long the number one European coffee brand in
North America, still sells just the one blend that has made it
famous. Illy, based in Trieste, Italy, blends beans from nine different regions including Brazil and Ethiopia. According to Greg
Fea, CEO of illy caffè of North America, illy’s gourmet retail sector is surging – particularly in high-end groceries such as Whole
Foods, Sur La Table, and Williams-Sonoma but also at premium
hotels such as Le Meridian and Mandarin Oriental. Overall, he
says, home sales are growing faster than hotel, restaurant and
café sales combined.
Not content to enjoy past success, illy has made a push to
become more visible in the U.S. and in February opened its first
American Espressamente coffee bar at the new Shoppes at the
Palazzo in Las Vegas within sight of the Venetian.

higher and higher quality. Most of the growth has been in
the gourmet brands.
Secondly, as more consumers become interested in coffee there has been a very large growth in the consumption
of espresso and espresso-based drinks like cappuccino in
both restaurants and hotels, as well as in the home. Many
of the myths are breaking down like espresso has more
caffeine, in fact it has less, but more flavor. As espresso
consumption has grown, you have seen the emergence of
more systems like ESE that allow those consumers who
love coffee, but want a simple solution to make high quality
at home.
Lastly, there has been resurgence in the growth of cafés
in the United States which allow consumers to enjoy coffee
on the go. Lately, this sector is segmenting with the most
dynamic growth occurring in the artisanal cafés or European style bars.
Are home sales keeping up with hotels and restaurants?
Home sales are growing faster than HORECA (Hotel/
Restaurant/Café), but both are growing. Our strategy in the
HORECA segment is to partner only with those customers
who are equally dedicated to the quality of coffee in their
cup. Our objective is to have the right partners.

